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Abstract
Teleoperation of ground/aerial vehicle extends operator's ability (e.g. expertise,
strength, mobility) into the remote environment, and haptic feedback enhances the
human operator's perception of the slave environment. In my thesis, two cases
are studied: wheeled mobile robot (MWR) haptic tele-driving over the Internet
and unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) haptic teleoperation over the Internet. We
propose novel control frameworks for both dynamic WMR and kinematic WMR in
various tele-driving modes, and for a \mixed" UAV with translational dynamics and
attitude kinematics. The recently proposed passive set-position modulation (PSPM)
framework is extended to guarantee the passivity and/or stability of the closed-loop
system with time-varying/packet-loss in the communication; and proved performance
in steady state is shown by theoretical measurements. For UAV teleoperation,
we also derive a backstepping trajectory tracking control with robustness analysis.
Experimental results for dynamic/kinematic WMR and an indoor quadrotor-type
UAV are presented to show the ecacy of the proposed control framework.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Vehicle teleoperation nds its application in various cases: planet exploration
(Schenker et al. (2003)), landscape survey (Valavanis (2007)), transportation and
rescue (Nourbakhsh et al. (2005)), material handling (Peshkin and Colgate (1999)), or
deep sea exploration (Baiden and Bissiri (2007)). By tele-driving aerial/ground/under
water vehicles, human's skill, strength and mobility are extended to the remote
environment. Besides, haptic teleoperation enables human to operate by haptic
feeling. This enhances environment awareness and improves eciency, especially
when the vehicle is in clustered/dark environment (Lim et al. (2003); Cho et al.
(2010); Lamb (1895)). Haptic feedback become more important if the communication
bandwidth is restricted or when the task requires awareness of certain mechanical
aspect (e.g. pushing force against the object, inertia of the WMR).
Two cases are studied in my research: wheeled mobile robot (WMR) tele-
driving (Zuo and Lee (2010)) and quad-rotor type UAV(unmanned aerial vehicle)
teleoperation through haptic device over the Internet (Zuo and Lee (2011)).
For WMR tele-driving, we aim to achieve car-driving metaphor, that is, we use
one-DOF (degree of freedom) as the gas-pedal to control its linear velocity, while the
other-DOF as the wheel to control its heading angle or angular rate. Meanwhile,
we want to oer useful haptic feedback indicating the motion of the WMR (e.g.
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velocity, heading angle or angular rate) and environment force (e.g. repulsion from
obstacles perceived through sensors). For UAV teleoperation, we want to control its
translational velocity in the space by 3-DOFs of the haptic device, and to perceive
velocity and environment force at the same time. In both cases, we need to cope
with the problem of time-varying delay and packet-loss in communication, so that
the systems can work properly over the Internet.
It is known that time delay can easily induce bilateral tele-operators to be
unstable, and this problem is extensively studied since 1980s. Among these
approaches passivity based methods, like scattering based method (Anderson and
Spong (1989a)) or wave based method (Niemeyer and Slotine (1991)), have more
advantage when dealing with the uncertainties in operator/environment, compared to
Leung et al. (1995)'s -synthesis or Lawrence (1993)'s performance-oriented method.
One the other hand, communication through Internet brings about more challenges,
like the instability caused by varying delay and packet-loss. Scattering/Wave based
method is modied to deal with varying delay (Chopra et al. (2003); Niemeyer and
Slotine (1998) or packet loss (Berestesky et al. (2004a); Hirche and Buss (2004); and
some new passivity based methods appeared, e.g. PD-like control (Lee and Spong
(2006a); Nu~no et al. (2009a)), Passity-Observer/Passivity-Controller(Hannaford and
Ryu (2002)) or Passive-Set-Position-Modulation (Lee and Huang (2009b)).
When it comes to tele-operating the mobile robot, more diculties appear.
Instead of positon-position coupling, positon-velocity coupling is required, since the
workspace of the master device is bounded while the that of the slave robot is
unbounded. The scattering/wave based method , where mechanical power is taken
as the power supple, is not suitable to solve this problem. For this, Salcudean
et al. (2000) proposed the rate control, yet lacked robust analysis; Lee et al. (2006a)
proposed a r-passivity method to achieve stable teleoperation.
Meanwhile some works have been done for vehicle teleoperation. For dynamic
WMRs, a passivity-based control design is proposed by Lee et al. (2006b), yet only
for the (q1; )=(q2; ) mode with constant delay assumption. For kinematic haptic
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tele-driving, some methods are given by Lee et al. (2002) and Lim et al. (2003), yet
the eect of force reection on the stability is not considered. Another passivity-
based method is proposed by Diolaiti and Melchiorri (2002) by introducing a virtual
mass on the slave side, yet the eect of communication delay between the virtual
mass and the haptic device on the passivity is not analyzed. Communication delay
and its associated stability problems are considered by Slawinski et al. (2007) and
Elhajj et al. (2001); however, the result by Slawinski et al. (2007) involves only vision
feedback but no haptic feedback, and the scheme by Elhajj et al. (2001) divides the
continuous operation into events, which may not suitable for continuous-time stability
analysis, and its performance may deteriorate when delay is not small (around 300ms).
Besides, all of these works, except that of Lee et al. (2006b), consider only the
kinematic WMRs, thus, cannot address (often important) mechanical aspects (e.g.
force between the environment, inertia of WMR, etc.).
UAV teleoperation also becomes an popular topic recently, Lam et al. (2009)
propose an articial eld method suitable for UAV teleoperation, yet the delay in
the communication is not considered. Rodrguez-Seda et al. (2010) consider the
stability problem using PD-based control (Lee and Spong (2006a)) yet only for
position-position coordination with constant time delay. Stramigioli et al. (2010)
introduce a virtual vehicle controlled by haptice device and coupled with the actual
vehicle, stability of the master and virtual vehicle is guaranteed by using Hamiltonian
method, and a controller to couple virtual/actual vehicle is proposed based on the
assumption that attitude dynamic is much faster than translational dynamic. The
robustness of the controller for coupling is not clear. Bltho (2010) deal with the
stability problem using passive-set-position-modulation (PSPM) method and achieve
master-passivity/VPs-stability.
In the thesis, we design frameworks for WMR tele-driving and quad-rotor type
UAV teleoperation over the Internet. Stability is guaranteed and performance is
measured for the teleoperation system with varying-delay/packet-loss/data-swapping
in the communication.
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Figure 1.1: Dynamic WMR tele-driving (q1; )=(q2; ) mode. To achieve car driving
metaphor, we use q1 to control WMR's forward motion (), and q2 WMR's turning
motion ( or _).
For WMR tele-driving, we also adopt car driving metaphor Diolaiti and Melchiorri
(2002); Lee et al. (2002, 2006b), as illustrated in Fig. 3.1, we use one-DOF (degree-
of-freedom) of the master device (e.g. q1) to control the WMR's forward velocity 
(i.e. (q1; ) tele-driving), while another-DOF (e.g. q2) the WMR's heading angle  or
its rate _ (i.e. (q2; ) or (q2; _) tele-driving). By this car driving metaphor, operators
can tele-drive the WMR as if they are driving a car, with q1 and q2 being used as the
gas pedal and the steering wheel, respectively.
For the UAV teleoperation, see Fig. 4.1, we use 3-DOF of the haptic device to
control the velocity of the UAV. A virtual point is introduced and simulated in the
virtual environment. The virtual point velocity _p is controlled by the conguration of
the hapitc device q, and aected by the repulsion @'
T
o
@p
from the virtual obstacle. Then
the actual UAV follows the virtual point through a backstepping controller. The UAV
is modeled by a combination of translational dynamics and attitude kinematics on
SE(3), with the thrust  (along one body-xed frame - e.g. e3) and the two angular
rates !1, !2 (along the remaining two body-xed axes - e.g. e1, e2) as the control
input. This model can be used for many commercially available UAVs, including
our laboratory systems, Asctec Hummingbird, only allow us to control their thrust
force and angular rates, not their angular torques. This is because, usually, they are
4
Figure 1.2: UAV teleoperation. The velocity of the virtual point _p is controlled by
the conguration of the hapitc device q, and aected by the repulsion @'
T
o
@p
from the
virtual obstacle. The UAV follows the virtual point through a backstepping controller
shipped with some low-level attitude control module already in place. Even if our
main focus is on such \mixed" UAVs, we also believe our results as proposed here
would also be applicable to many UAVs accepting the angular torques as their inputs,
by achieving these desired angular rates, which is very often possible since most of
UAVs' attitude dynamics is fully actuated.
In contrast to the case in conventional teleoperation where the workspace for
master and slave robot are bounded, here we want to achieve position-to-velocity
coupling (e.g. (q2; ) for WMR or (q; _x) for UAV). Thus the conventional approach
dealing with position-to-position coordination over Internet, like Berestesky et al.
(2004b); Nu~no et al. (2009b), cannot be readily used. To solve this problem, we utilize
the recently proposed passive set-position modulation (PSPM) framework (Lee and
Huang (2008); Lee (2008); Lee and Huang (2009a,b), which can modulate set-position
signal received from the Internet within the tele-driving control-loop to enforce
(closed-loop/hybrid) passivity, even if this set-position signal undergoes varying-delay
and packet-loss. Due to the exibility of PSPM (Lee and Huang (2009b)), we can
encode other information, like the value of WMR velocity or virtual environment force,
into the set-position signal (e.g. p(t) in Fig. 3.1 or y(t) in Fig. 4.1) and achieve
position-to-velocity coordination and force reection. Also, compared to other \time-
invariant" techniques for delayed-teleoperation (e.g. Anderson and Spong (1989b);
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Niemeyer and Slotine (2004); Lee and Spong (2006b)), PSPM selectively triggers the
passifying action and substantially improves the performance.
More specically, we rst extend the framework proposed in Lee (2008) for the
(q1; )=(q2; ) tele-driving of the dynamic WMR, by incorporating the scaling of
the master-slave power-shuing. This scaled power-shuing was motivated by our
observation that the human energy, shued via the PSPM to drive the WMR, was
very often all dissipated by the WMR's large dissipation (e.g. gearbox, tire/ground
interaction, etc.). This power-shuing scaling enables us to virtually scale up the
human power, thereby addressing such high dissipation. We also propose the PSPM
control frameworks for the (q1; )=(q2; _) tele-driving of the dynamic WMR, and
for the (q1; )=(q2; ) and (q1; )=(q2; _) tele-driving of the kinematic WMRs. The
exibility of the PSPM allows us to achieve teleoperation of the dynamic/kinematic
WMR and UAV, while retaining peculiarity of each tele-driving mode (e.g. usual
two-port passivity for dynamic WMR; or a combination of passivity/stability for
UAV).
As for the quadrotor-type UAV, numerous control laws available (e.g. Frazzoli
et al. (2000); Mahony and Hamel (2004); Castillo et al. (2004); Bouabdallah and
Siegwart (2005); Aguiar and Hespanha (2007); Hua et al. (2009)) and some of them
utilize backstepping control on SE(3) as we do in this paper (e.g. Frazzoli et al.
(2000); Mahony and Hamel (2004); Aguiar and Hespanha (2007)). Yet, derived for the
UAVs with the translation and attitude dynamics, these backstepping control laws are
not directly applicable to, and also unnecessarily complicated for, such \mixed" UAVs
with attitude kinematics (and control inputs ; !1; !2). Compared with others, the
control law proposed in this thesis possess two advantages: 1) it is exible in the sense
that many control laws designed/veried point mass dynamics can be incorporated
into our backstepping control framework. 2) it is transparent in the sense that its
gain tuning can be done much more intuitively, since all of its gain parameters can be
interpreted either as parameters of standard second-order dynamics (e.g. damping or
spring) or convergence factor of rst-order dynamics. For the real implementation,
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we also provide robustness analysis for our backstepping control law against mass (or
thrust) parameter estimation error and Cartesian disturbance (e.g. wind gust); and
show that, as long as they are bounded, the trajectory tracking is still ultimately
bounded Khalil (1996).
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 presents some preliminary
materials about PSPM. Chapter 3 gives the controller design for WMR haptic tele-
driving and Chapter 4 for UAV haptic teleoperation. The experimental result is
shown in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2
Background
2.1 Passive Set-Position Modulation
Consider the following second order robotic system:
M(x)x+ C(x; _x) _x =  + f (2.1)
where M(x); C(x; _x) 2 <nn are the inertia and Coriolis matrix, with x; ; f 2 <n
being the conguration, control and human/environment force respectively. Suppose
we aim to coordinate x(t) with a sequence of discrete signal y(k) 2 <n, via a local
spring coupling with damping injection, that is, for t 2 [tk; tk+1),
(t) =  B _x(t) K(x(t)  y(k)): (2.2)
The main problem of this simple coupling is that: due to the switches of y(k), energy
in the spring K can jump, accumulate and eventually make this coupling control
unstable.
PSPM can passify these spring jumps by watching the energy in the system and
selectively modulating the set-position signal from y(k) to y(k). To describe PSPM in
Algo.1, let us denote the estimate of damping dissipation as Dmin(k), with Dmin(k) 
8
Algorithm 1 Passive Set-Position Modulation
1: y(0)( x(0); E(0)( E; k ( 0
2: repeat
3: if data (y;Ey) is received then
4: k ( k + 1
5: y(k)( y; Ey(k)( Ey
6: retrieve x(tk); x
max
i (k   1); xmini (k   1)
7: nd y(k) by solving
min
y(k)
jjy(k)  y(k)jj (2.3)
subj: E(k)( E(k   1) + Ey(k)
+Dmin(k   1)  P (k)  0 (2.4)
8: if E(k) > E then
9: Ex(k)( E(k)  E; E(k)( E
10: else
11: Ex(k)( 0
12: end if
13: send (x(tk);Ex(k)) or discard
14: end if
15: until termination
9
Figure 2.1: Energetics of the passive set-point modulation
D(k) :=
R tk+1
tk
jj _xjj2B, and dene modulated energy jump P (k) as,
P (k) := (1=2)jjx(tk)  y(k)jj2K   (1=2)jjx(t k )  y(k   1)jj2K
where jj ? jjK :=
p
?TK? and y(k) is the modulated version of y(k) via PSPM. PSPM
modulates y(k) to y(k) in such a way that y(k) is as close to y(k) as possible (2.3),
while the energy jump P (k) is limited by available energy in the system (2.4). Here
the available energy at time tk is the sum of E(k 1), Ey(k) and Dmin(k 1), where
E(k   1) is the energy left in the energy reservoir, Ey(k) the shued energy from
peer PSPM, and Dmin(k  1) a (substantial) portion of recycled damping dissipation
of B during [tk 1; tk). Step 8-13 in Algorithm 1 dene energy ceiling/shuing, where
the energy reservoir E(k) is ceiled by E, and the excessive energy Ex(k) is returned
to the peer PSPM or discarded if no peer exists. See Fig. 2.1 for energetics of PSPM.
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Using the modied control input (i.e.  =  B _x K(x y(k))) for system (2.1), we
have the following inequality, which will be used later in this paper, 8T 2 [tN ; tN+1)
Z T
0
fT _xdt = V (T )  V (0)
+
N 1X
k=0
D(k) 
NX
k=1
P (k) +
Z T
tN
jj _xjj2B
 V (T )  V (0) +
NX
k=1
[Dmin(k   1) P (k)]
= V (T )  V (0) + E(N)  E(0)
+
NX
k=1
Ex(k) 
NX
k=1
Ey(k)
(2.5)
where V (T ) := (1=2)jj _xjj2M(x)+ (1=2)jjx(T )  y(N)jj2K , and the last equality is due to
Dmin(k   1) P (k) = E(k)  E(k   1) + Ex(k) Ey(k) (2.6)
which can be obtained through step 7-12 in Algo.1.
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Chapter 3
Wheeled mobile robot tele-driving
over the internet
3.1 Problem Setting of WMR Tele-Driving
We use a dierential wheeled robot, see Fig. 3.1, as the slave wheeled mobile robot
(WMR). Denote its 3-DOF conguration by (x; y; ) 2 SE(2), with (x; y) 2 E(2)
being the WMR geometric center position and  2 S the heading angle w.r.t. the
global frame (O;X; Y ), then the no-slip constraint can be written as:
d
dt
0BBB@
x
y

1CCCA =
26664
cos 0
sin 0
0 1
37775
0@
!
1A (3.1)
where  2 < is the forward velocity of (x; y) and ! := _ is the angular velocity. When
the driven wheels accept torque as the input, WMR's dynamics can be written as Lee
(2007): 24m 0
0 I
350@ _
_!
1A+
24 0  md _
md _ 0
350@
!
1A = u+  (3.2)
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Figure 3.1: Dynamic WMR tele-driving (q1; )=(q2; ) mode. To achieve car driving
metaphor, we use q1 to control WMR's forward motion (), and q2 WMR's turning
motion ( or _).
where I := Ic +md
2 with m; Ic > 0 being the mass and moment of inertia w.r.t. the
center of mass; d is the distance between the geometric center and the mass center;
and u = [u ; u!]
T ,  = [ ; !]
T are the control and the external force/torque. For
simplicity, in this paper, we assume d  0, or we can cancel out the Coriolis terms in
(3.2) via a certain local control. Then, its reduced dynamics can be given by:
24m 0
0 I
350@ _
_!
1A = u+ : (3.3)
We call the above WMR described by (3.1) and (3.3) dynamic WMR. On the other
hand, many commercial WMRs (e.g. Pioneer DX-3 or e-puck) only accept ; ! as the
input signal, that is, its evolution is given by (3.1) and the following input equation:
0@
!
1A = u (3.4)
where u = [u ; u!]
T is the input signal. If WMR can be written by (3.1) and (3.4),
we call it kinematic WMR.
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We want to achieve car-driving metaphor Diolaiti and Melchiorri (2002); Lee et al.
(2002, 2006b): master's one-DOF serves as the gas-pedal to command , while the
other-DOF as the steering-wheel to command  (or _). For this, we use the following
2-DOF linear master-joystick:
h1q1 = c1 + f1; h2q2 = c2 + f2 (3.5)
where hi; qi; ci; fi 2 < are the mass, conguration, control, and human force.
In this paper, we assume that suitable motion/power scaling factors, as in Lee
and Li (2003, 2005), are embedded in equations (3.1)-(3.5) to solve the mismatch in
the scale between the master device and WMR. We want to coordinate q1 with 
and q2 with  (or _) for both dynamic and kinematic WMR. Then, we can think
of the four modes of tele-driving: 1) dynamic WMR (q1; )=(q2; ) tele-driving; 2)
dynamic WMR (q1; )=(q2; _) tele-driving; 3) kinematic WMR (q1; )=(q2; ) tele-
driving; and 4) kinematic WMR (q1; )=(q2; _) tele-driving. For each of them, we
design PSPM-based tele-driving control laws. Before doing that, we briey review
the PSPM framework.
3.2 Dynamic WMR Tele-Driving Control
3.2.1 (q1; )=(q2; ) Tele-Driving
We rst consider the (q1; )=(q2; ) tele-driving of the dynamic WMR. For this, we
extend the result of Lee (2008) by incorporating the scaling s of the master-slave
PSPM power shuing. This turns out to be crucial if the WMR has substantial
dissipation, for which, if not scaled up, the virtually shued human power via PSPM
is simply all dissipated, thus, cannot drive the WMR. Although our derivation here is
similar to that of Lee (2008), we include here since it will be used in the later sections
of this paper.
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Following Lee (2008), we use the following tele-driving control:
c1(t) :=  b1 _q1(t)  k0q1(t)  k1(q1(t)  p(k)) (3.6)
u(t) :=  b((t)  q1(k)) (3.7)
c2(t) :=  b2 _q2(t)  k2(q2(t)  (k)) (3.8)
u!(t) :=  b! _(t)  k!((t)  q2(k)) (3.9)
where (3.6)-(3.7) are the tele-accelerating control, while (3.8)-(3.9) tele-steering
control; b?; k? > 0 are gains; and ?(k) is the modulated version of ?(k) via the PSPM.
We use a dierent denition for p : instead of p =    =b in Lee (2008), here
p :=  + =b . We will explain this change after Th. 3.1.
Here, note that we use PSPM for c1; c2; uw. Consequently we will have two-port
passivity for (q2; ) mode. On the other hand, passivity/stability combination will be
achieved for the (q1; ) mode. This is because the q1; q2;  all are under the second-
order dynamics, while  under the rst-order dynamics. As we do not use PSPM for
u , the PSPM for c1 will discard excessive energy and not receive shued energy from
the WMR side. Thus, we will use the power-shuing scaling s > 0 only between c2
and u!, that is, instead of (2.4), we will have: for c2,
E2(k)( E2(k   1) + E!(k)=s
+D2min(k   1) P 2(k)  0 (3.10)
while, for uw,
E!(k)( E!(k   1) + sE2(k)
+D!min(k   1) P !(k)  0 (3.11)
where E!(k)=s and sE2(k) represent the scaled power-shuing from the WMR
and from the master, respectively.
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Theorem 3.1. Consider the master (3.5) and the dynamic WMR (3.3) under the
control (3.6)-(3.9). Suppose there is no data duplication Lee and Huang (2009b).
Then, the followings hold:
1. The closed-loop q1-dynamics is passive, i.e. 8T  0, 9 a bounded c 2 < s.t.Z T
0
f1 _q1   c2: (3.12)
Also, if the human operator is passive and the slave environment's instantaneous
power is bounded, i.e. 8T  0, 9 bounded constants 1; v 2 < s.t.Z T
0
f1 _q1  21; v(T )(T )  2v (3.13)
-dynamics is stable in the sense of bounded (t). On the other hand, the
closed-loop (q2; )-system is two-port passive: 8T  0, 9 a bounded d 2 < s.t.Z T
0
(sf2 _q2 + !!)dt   d2: (3.14)
2. Suppose that E1(k) > 0 8k  1 (i.e. enough energy for c1 PSPM). Then, i) if
(q1; _q1; _; )! 0, f1 ! k0; or ii) if (q1; _q1; _; )! 0, f1 !  (k0 + 2k1)=b.
3. Suppose that E2(k) > 0 and E!(k) > 0 8k  1 (i.e. enough energy for c2; uw
PSPM). Then, i) if (f2; !) = 0,  ! q2; and ii) if (q2; _q2; ; _) ! 0, f2 !
 k2=k!!.
Proof. We have the following closed-loop dynamics with the control (3.6)-(3.9):
h1q1 + b1 _q1 + k0q1 + k1(q1   p(k)) = f1 (3.15)
m _ + b(   q1(k)) =  (3.16)
h2q2 + b2 _q2 + k2(q2   (k)) = f2 (3.17)
I + b! _+ k!(  q2(k)) = ! (3.18)
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For the q1-dynamics, similar to (2.5), considering no energy shuing for a single
PSPM, we have: 8T 2 [tN ; tN+1), s.t.
Z T
0
f1 _q1dt  V1(T )  V1(0) + E1(N)  E1(0) +
NX
i=1
E1(i) (3.19)
where V1(t) :=
1
2
h1 _q
2
1 +
1
2
k0q
2
1 +
1
2
k1(q1   p(k))2. This proves the passivity of the
q1-dynamics with c
2 = V1(0) + E1(0). The boundedness of q1, _q1 and (q1   p) can
also be shown from (3.19) with (3.13). Also, from (3.16), we have
d
dt
=  b2 + bq1(k) + 
where  := m
2=2. With the boundedness of q1(k) (from (3.19) with jq1(k)j  1)
and (3.13), we have:
d
dt
  b jj2 + b1jj+ 2 (3.20)
implying that j(t)j is ultimate bounded Khalil (1996) (i.e. j(t)j  max(j(0)j; (b1+p
b2
2
1 + 4b
2
)=(2b)).
For the two-port passivity of (c2; uw), similar to (2.5), we can show that: 8T  0,
9N1; N2 s.t. Z T
0
f2 _q2dt  V2(T )  V2(0) + E2(N1)  E2(0)
+
N1X
i=1
E2(i) 
N1X
i=1
E!(i)=s
Z T
0
!!dt  V!(T )  V!(0) + E!(N2)  E!(0)
+
N2X
i=1
E!(i)  s
N2X
i=1
E2(i)
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where V2(t) :=
1
2
h2 _q
2
2 +
1
2
k2(q2   (k))2 and V!(t) := 12I _2 + 12k!(   q2(k))2. Also,
with the no data duplication assumption,
N1X
i=1
E2(i) 
N2X
i=1
E2(i);
N2X
i=1
E!(i) 
N1X
i=1
E!(i) (3.21)
and combining these four inequalities, we obtain
s
Z T
0
f2 _q2dt+
Z T
0
!!dt
 s(V2(T )  V2(0) + E2(N1)  E2(0))
+ V!(T )  V!(0) + E!(N2)  E!(0)
which proves (3.14) with d2 := sV2(0) + sE2(0) + V!(0) + E!(0). This proves the
two-port passivity with the scaling s > 0 of the PSPM's power-shuing.
For the second item, when enough energy exists in the reservoir (i.e. p = p), if
(q1; _q1; _; )! 0, considering p =  + =b ! , (3.15)-(3.16) reduce to:
f1 ! k0q1 + k1(q1   (k)); 0! b(   q1(k)) (3.22)
so we have f1 ! k0 (the linear velocity perception). If (q1; _q1; _; )! 0, considering
p =  + =b ! =b , (3.15)-(3.16) reduce to:
f1 ! k0q1 + k1(q1   (k)=b);  !  bq1(k) (3.23)
so we have f1 !  (k0 + 2k1)=b (the force reection).
The proof for the third item is exactly the same as that in Lee (2008), so omitted
here.
Here, a large s > 0 would be desirable, if the slave WMR is large or operating in
a highly dissipative environment. This s may also be adapted on-line by monitoring
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energy shuing between the two systems, although its detailed exposition we spare
for a future publication.
Note that p provides information for operators to perceive both theWMR velocity
 and environment force  . The reason why we choose p :=  + =b instead of
p =    =b Lee (2008) is that this p can give an intuitive haptic perception
during the transient state when WMR is aected by the environment force  . For
instance, if we keep q1 > 0 still (i.e. q1; _q1) and WMR is running steadily ( _ = 0)
toward the obstacle. Suppose the environment force  is rendered by some potential
eld method and  < 0 decreases as WMR is getting close to the obstacle, we have
velocity  > 0 decreasing when WMR enters the potential eld, and people can feel
this resistance (i.e. increasing f1) via the decreasing p = +  . If p =    , from
(3.16), we have p =    =b = q1  m _=b . As _ < 0 decreases when WMR enters
the potential eld and thus p increases, operator would have a confusing haptic
perception (f1 > 0 decreases when get close to an obstacle).
Note also that the signal p for the c1's PSPM is not purely a position signal, but
rather a combination of force and velocity information. This allows us to seamlessly
change haptic feedback mode between velocity feedback and force feedback as in item
2 of Th. 3.1 which corresponds the following two scenarios: cruising and hard-contact.
3.2.2 (q1; )=(q2; _) Tele-Driving
Instead of q2 !  in Sec.3.2.1, in this tele-driving control mode, we want q2 ! _,
which is more similar to usual car driving. Generally speaking, q2 !  is suitable
when we hope to keep some direction w.r.t. the global frame, and q2 !  is more
suitable when we want to drive freely (e.g. turning around). Noting the analogy
between q2 ! _ problem and q1 !  problem, we propose the following control
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design instead of (3.8)-(3.9),
c2(t) :=  b2 _q2(t)  k00q2(t)  k2(q2(t)  p!(k)) (3.24)
u!(t) :=  b!(!(t)  q2(k)) (3.25)
where p!(k) is the modulated version of p! = !   !=b! via PSPM. For tele-
accelerating control, we still use (3.6)-(3.7), so the same result holds for the (q1; )
tele-driving mode as in 3.2.1.
Theorem 3.2. Consider the master device (3.5) and dynamic WMR (3.3), under the
tele-steering control (3.24)-(3.25).
1. The closed-loop q2-dynamics is passive, similar to (3.12). If the human operator
is passive and the slave environment's instantaneous power (i.e. !!) is bounded
similar to (3.13), !-dynamics is stable with bounded !(t).
2. Suppose that E2(k) > 0 8k  1 (i.e. enough energy for c2 PSPM). Then, i) if
(q2; _q2; ; !)! 0, f2 ! k00!; or ii) if (q2; _q2; ; _)! 0, f2 !  (k00+2k2)!=b!.
Proof. We have the closed loop equations for the q2-dynamics and !-dynamics,
h2q2 + b2 _q2 + k
0
0q2 + k2(q2   p!(k)) = f2 (3.26)
I + b!(!   q2(k)) = !: (3.27)
Since (3.26)-(3.27) have the same form as (3.15)-(3.16), we can similarly prove the
passive q2-dynamics and stable !-dynamics as in Th. 3.1.
For the second item, when enough energy exists in the reservoir (i.e. p! = p!), if
(q2; _q2; ; !)! 0, considering p! = ! + !=b! ! !, (3.26)-(3.27) reduce to:
f2 ! k00q2 + k2(q2   !(k)); 0! b!(!   q2(k)) (3.28)
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so we have f2 ! k00! (the angular velocity perception). If (q2; _q2; ; _) ! 0,
considering p! = ! + !=b! ! !=b!, (3.26)-(3.27) reduce to:
f2 ! k00q2 + k2(q2   !(k)=b!); ! !  b!q2(k) (3.29)
so we have f2 !  (k00 + 2k2)!=b! (the torque reection).
Note that via p and p! we can perceive the environment force/torque explicitly
via /! being rendered by sensors or implicitly through /! changing in response
of the environment (e.g. stuck by an obstacle).
3.3 Kinematic WMR Tele-Driving Control
3.3.1 (q1; )=(q2; ) Tele-Driving
From (3.4), since we want q1 !  and q2 ! , we can think of the control u = q1(k),
and use ,  as the set-position signals for controlling q1 and q2, while modulating
these signals to guarantee passivity. Based on this observation, we dene the control
law for (q1; )=(q2; ) tele-driving mode, s.t.
c1(t) :=  b1 _q1(t)  k0q1(t)  k1(q1(t)  (k)) (3.30)
u(t) := q1(k) (3.31)
c2(t) :=  b2 _q2(t)  k2(q2(t)  (k)) (3.32)
u!(t) :=  k!((t)  q2(k)) (3.33)
where ?(k) is the modulated version of ?(k) via the PSPM.
We extend the original PSPM approach (which only applies to second order
systems) for the rst order system here. Although we do not have energy denition
for kinematic systems, we can build a storage function (similar to spring energy) for
the controller (3.33) as V!(t) :=
1
2
k!((t)  q2(k))2, and dene the energy jump at tk
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by
P !(k) := V!(tk)  V!(t k ): (3.34)
Considering (3.33) and (3.4), we have: 8t 2 [tk; tk+1)
dV!
dt
= k!(  q2(k)) _ =   _2  0
which shows that the storage is decreasing during each interval, so we can express
the loss of storage D!(k   1) during [tk 1; tk) by,
D!(k   1) := V!(tk 1)  V!(t k ) =
Z tk
tk 1
_2dt (3.35)
which is similar to damping dissipation. Then we can apply PSPM approach to this
system with the energy jump (3.34) and the dissipation (3.35) just as we did for a
second order system with spring energy jump and damping dissipation.
The following theorem summarize the main properties of this tele-driving control
law (3.30)-(3.33). In contrast to the conventional tele-operation system, with the
WMR being rst-order kinematic, the closed-loop system is passive in the master
port; while stable for the WMR port with passive human assumption.
Theorem 3.3. Consider the master device (3.5) and the kinematic WMR (3.4),
under the tele-driving control (3.30)-(3.33). Suppose that there is no data duplication.
Then, the followings hold:
1. The closed-loop q1-dynamics and q2-dynamics are passive, i.e. 8T  0, 9
bounded d1; d2 2 < s.t.Z T
0
f1 _q1   d21;
Z T
0
f2 _q2   d22:
Also if the human operator is passive (3.13), , !-dynamics are stable with
bounded (t) and !(t).
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2. Suppose that E1(k) > 0 8k  1 (enough energy in c1 PSPM). Then, if (q1; _q1)!
0, f1 = k0.
3. Suppose E2(k) > 0, E!(k) > 0 8k  1 (enough energy for c2; u! PSPM). Then,
if (f2; _)! 0, q2 ! .
Proof. We have the closed-loop q1, q2-dynamics s.t.
h1q1 + b1 _q1 + k0q1 + k1(q1   (k)) = f1 (3.36)
h2q2 + b2 _q2 + k2(q2   (k)) = f2 (3.37)
with
 = q1(k); _ =  k!(  q2(k)) (3.38)
from (3.31), (3.33). Due to the PSPMs installed both for c1, c2, we can get the
following inequalities: 8T  0;9N;N1 s.t.
Z T
0
f1 _q1dt  V1(T )  V1(0) + E1(N)  E1(0) +
NX
i=1
E1(i) (3.39)
Z T
0
f2 _q2dt  V2(T )  V2(0) + E2(N1)  E2(0)
+
N1X
i=1
E2(i) 
N1X
i=1
E!(i)=s (3.40)
where V1(t) :=
1
2
h1 _q
2
1 +
1
2
k0q
2
1 +
1
2
k1(q1   (k))2 and V2(t) := 12h2 _q22 + 12k2(q2   (k))2.
Then (3.39) suggests passive q1-dynamics with d
2
1 = V1(0)+E1(0), and also implies
bounded  with (3.13). For the controller u! installed with PSPM, considering (2.6)
and the denitions for P !(k) (3.34) and D!(k   1) (3.35), we have: 8T  0;9N2
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s.t.
V!(T )  V!(0)
= [V!(T ) 
N2X
i=1
P !(i)  V!(0)] +
N2X
i=1
P !(i)
= [V!(T )  V!(tN2) 
N2 1X
i=0
D!(i)] +
N2X
i=1
P !(i)
  
Z T
tN2
_2dt 
N2X
i=1
[D!min(i  1) P !(i)]
  
N2X
i=1
[E!(i)  E!(i  1) + E!(i)  sE2(i)]
=  E!(N2) + E!(0) 
N2X
i=1
E!(i) + s
N2X
i=1
E2(i) (3.41)
which can be rearranged to
0  V!(T )  V!(0) + E!(N2)  E!(0)
+
N2X
i=1
E!(i)  s
N2X
i=1
E2(i): (3.42)
With the no data duplication assumption, adding (3.40) and (3.42), we have:
s
Z T
0
f2 _q2dt  s(V2(T )  V2(0) + E2(N1)  E2(0))
+ V!(T )  V!(0) + E!(N2)  E!(0)
which proves the passive q2-dynamics with d
2
2 = sV2(0) + sE2(0) + V!(0) + E!(0);
and also proves bounded V!(t), bounded  q2(k) and bounded !(t), with the passive
human assumption.
For the second item, if there is enough energy in the reservoir E1, (k) = (k).
From (3.4) and (3.31), we have  = u = q1(k). Then if (q1; _q1)! 0, equation (3.36)
gives f1 ! k0. For the third item, when enough energy exists in the reservoirs,
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(k) = (k) and q2(k) = q2(k), if _ ! 0, we have (k + 1) ! (k). Following the
result in (Lee and Huang, 2009b, Th. 1), we have q2 ! .
For this mode we can choose s to be small, since one could assume that the
environment force is zero for a kinematic WMR and that there is no energy disspation
to the environment.
3.3.2 (q1; )=(q2; _) Tele-Driving
The (q2; _) tele-driving mode is similar to (q1; ) tele-driving mode in 3.3.1, so we can
use (3.30)-(3.31) for tele-accelerating control and the following control for the (q2; _)
tele-driving mode:
c2(t) :=  b2 _q2(t)  k00q2(t)  k2(q2(t)  !(k)) (3.43)
u!(t) := q2(k) (3.44)
The following theorem can be proved similarly to Th. 3.3, so we omit its proof
here.
Theorem 3.4. Consider the master device (3.5) and the kinematic WMR (3.4),
under the tele-steering control (3.43)-(3.44).
1. The closed-loop q2-dynamics is passive, and the !-dynamics is stable with
bounded !(t) under the passive human assumption (3.13).
2. Suppose E2(k) > 0 8k  1 (enough energy in c2 PSPM), if (q2; _q2) ! 0, we
have f2 = k
0
0!.
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Chapter 4
Quad-rotor type UAV
tele-operation over the Internet
4.1 Problem Setting of UAV teleoperation
We consider a quadrotor type UAV evolving on SE(3) with the following translational
dynamics and attitude kinematics Hua et al. (2009):
mx =  Re3 +mge3 +  (4.1)
_R = RS(!) (4.2)
where m > 0 is the mass, x 2 <3 is the Cartesian position w.r.t. the NED (north-
east-down) inertial frame with e3 representing its down-direction,  2 < is the thrust
along the body-frame down direction,  2 < is the Cartesian disturbance, R 2 SO(3)
is the rotational matrix describing the body NED frame of UAV w.r.t. the inertial
NED frame, ! := [!1; !2; !3] 2 <3 is the angular velocities of the body frame relative
to the inertial frame expressed in the body frame, J 2 <33 is the inertia matrix
w.r.t. the body frame, g is the gravitational constant, and S(?) : <3 ! so(3) is the
skew-symmetric operator dened s.t. for a; b 2 <3; S(a)b = a b.
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The control input for this quadrotor-type UAV are  2 < and the angular rate
! 2 <3. Since the available control for the UAV is only 4-dimensional while its
evolution is in 6-dimensional space (SE(3) = E3  SO(3)), this implies the UAV is
not fully actuated. More specically, its Cartesian motion (4.1) can be aected by the
thrust , although its direction is coupled to the attitude kinematics (4.2). Usually, if
we control the UAV through a transmitter, lots of training is needed before operator
can smoothly control the UAV, and trying to maintain its attitude would distract the
operator from the main tasks like surveillance or transportation. For this, we design
a back-stepping trajectory tracking controller so that the operator only need to care
about the Cartesian position of the UAV while the UAV automatically control the
attitude and follow the desired Cartesian position.
4.2 Backstepping trajectory tracking control of
UAVs
4.2.1 Controller Design
By inspecting the translational dynamics (4.1), we rst dene the following desired
control :
 :=  mxd +mge3 + b _e+ ke (4.3)
where xd(t) 2 <3 is the desired trajectory, e(t) := x(t)   xd(t) is the tracking error,
and b; k > 0 are damping/spring gains. Our wish is to let the term Re3 in (4.1)
to be the same as the virtual control  yet we can not directly control the rotation
matrix R, that is, there would be some error betweeen them and dene the control
generation error e s.t.
e = Re3    (4.4)
Here, to derive our \nominal" control, we assume no Cartesian disturbance with  = 0
in (4.1). we will analyze its eect in Sec. 4.2.2.
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By (4.1), (4.3) and (4.4), we can write the closed-loop dynamics:
me+ b _e+ ke = e (4.5)
for which we dene the rst Lyapunov function
V1 :=
1
2
m _eT _e+meT _e+
1
2
(k + b)eT e (4.6)
where  > 0 is a constant to be chosen below. The term with  is called cross-coupling
term to achieve exponential convergence for the above linear second-order dynamics
with e = 0 (?). Dierentiate V1 with (4.5), we then have
_V1 =  (b m) _eT _e  keT e  ( _e+ e)T3 (4.7)
Here we dene the following two matrix P;Q and vector  s.t.
P :=
24m m
m k + b
35
 I3; Q :=
24b  m 0
0 k
35
 I3;  :=
24 _e
e
35 (4.8)
with P;Q  0 if 0 <  < b=m, then we have
V1 = 
TP; _V1 =  TQ   ( _e+ e)Te (4.9)
From (4.9), if e = 0, we would have ( _e; e) ! 0 exponentially. Aiming to bound
e about the origin we augment V1 s.t.
V2 = V1 +
1
2
Te e (4.10)
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where  > 0 is a constant, which would be helpful for the robustness analysis in Sec.
4.2.2. Dierentiating V2 we have
_V2 =   b
2
_eT _e  keT e+ 1

Te ( _e   ( _e+ e)) (4.11)
If we use the following update law for _e s.t.
_e = ( _e+ e)  e (4.12)
we can have
_V2 =   b
2
_eT _e  keT e  

Te e (4.13)
implying exponential convergence of e; _e and e.
The control design for (; !) is in fact From (4.2) and (4.12), we have
_e + e = R _e3 + _Re3   _ + (Re3   ) = R
0BBB@
!2
 !1
_+ 
1CCCA  _    (4.14)
, from which and (4.12), we have the following control law in the following form:
R
0BBB@
!2
 !1
_+ 
1CCCA = _ +  + ( _e+ e) :=  or
0BBB@
!2
 !1
_+ 
1CCCA = RT  (4.15)
where _ in  can be computed by
_ =  m...x d   bxd + k _e+ b
m
( Re3 +mge3) (4.16)
From equation (4.15) we can get the control law for (; !1; !2) as long as  6= 0. The
singularity at  = 0 seems not likely happen in practice unless operator command
the UAV to \free-fall" (Frazzoli et al. (2000)).
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The relation(4.15) also shows that any (smooth) desired control  can be
incorporated into our backstepping control design, as long as it produce a relation
similar to (4.15) and its computation is implementable similar to _ in (4.16) hear.
Also, note that the control parameters b; k;  have clear physical meanings, thereby,
making the tuning very intuitive. These manifest the exibility and transparency of
our backstepping control law. Note also from (4.15) that, in order to produce the
desired control , we only need ; !1; !2, not !3. In other words, this !3 is redundant,
and we may simply set !3 = 0 or use it for other purpose (e.g. to head to a certain
direction while ying). This also rearms the well-known fact (e.g. Aguiar and
Hespanha (2007)) that, for a thrust-propelled rigid body on SE(3), we only need
one thrust force and two angular rates along the other two (body) axes to control
its Cartesian motion in E3. The following Th. 4.1 summarizes our backstepping
trajectory tracking control design and its key properties.
Theorem 4.1. Consider the UAV (4.1)-(4.2) under the backstepping control (4.15)
with !3 and _xd; xd;
...
x d being all bounded. Suppose that 9 > 0; s:t:(t)  8t  0.
Then ( _e; e; e)! 0 exponentially; and (x; _x; ; !) are bounded.
Proof. Exponential convergence of ( _e; e; e) and their boundedness have already been
shown above.  is bounded from (4.4) with bounded e and . _ is bounded from
(4.16), which implies  is also bounded with its denition in (4.15). Thus, from (4.15)
with the assumption that (t)   > 0, !1; !2 are bounded. Also the boundedness
of !3 and x can be easily seen from !3 = 0 and (4.5).
4.2.2 Robustness Analysis
In this section we will analyze the robustness of the backstepping control in the
presence of unknown/bounded disturbance  and inaccurate estimate of m (identied
w.r.t. a certain unit of ).
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Here, the desired control  is given by
 =  m^xd + m^ge3 + b _e+ ke (4.17)
where m^ := m+ ~m > 0 is the estimate of the UAV mass m; and, instead of (4.5), the
closed-loop dynamics is given by
me+ b _e+ ke =  e   d (4.18)
where d :=   ~mxd + ~mge3    is the combined (bounded) eect of the uncertain m
and the disturbance . Using the same V1 as in (4.9), we have
_V1 =   b
2
_eT _e  keT e  ( _e+ e)T (e + d) (4.19)
and, using the same V2 as in (4.10), we have
_V2 =   b
2
_eT _e  keT e+ 1

Te ( _e   ( _e+ e))  ( _e+ e)Td (4.20)
where the last term cannot distabilize the system, since d is bounded.
The above inequality suggests that we can use the same update law (4.12) for
e. This (4.12) may not appear to require the correct estimate of m. Yet, if we
inspect its decoding (4.15) and (4.16), which gives the actual control action (; !);
we will nd that this update law (4.12) will require us to have a information of x,
which is estimated by x = 1
m^
( Re3 + m^ge3). Here note that, even with uncertain
m, e = Re3    in (4.4) is still certain, since Re3 and  are known (although not
necessarily accurate). If we use the possible incorrect estimate m^ for x, which then
comes into _ (4.16) and  (4.15), we end up with
_e = ( _e+ e)  e + em 1bRe3   b
m
 (4.21)
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where em 1 := (1=m  1=m^) = ~m=(mm^) is due to the uncertainty in m.
Inserting this (imperfect) update law into the above _V2 and using the denition
of e (4.4) and  (4.17), we have:
_V2 =   b
2
_eT e  keT e  

Te e +
bem 1

Te (e + ) 
b
m
Te    ( _e+ e)Td
=   b
2
_eT e  keT e  

Te e   ( 
b2em 1

)Te _e  ( 
bkem 1

)Te e
  bem 1

Te (m^xd   m^ge3) 
b
m
Te    ( _e+ e)Td
=  TQ0    bem 1

Te d^  ( _e+ e)Td
(4.22)
where  := [ _e; e; e]; d^ =  m^xd + m^ge3 + mem 1 , and Q
0
is dened as
Q
0
:=
26664
b
2
0   b2em 1
2
0 k   bkem 1
2
  b2em 1
2
  bkem 1
2
 bem 1

37775
Then, following Horn and Johnson (2005), we can set Q
0  0 by choosing ; ; b; k
s.t.
  bem 1 + b
2e2m 1(2b+ k)
4
: (4.23)
This implies even with the uncertain m and unknown/bounded , the system will
still be stable with ( _e; e; e) being ultimately bounded Khalil (1996).
Note that, given the estimation error em 1 and b; k, this condition (4.23) is always
grantable, if we choose  and  large enough. Large ;  are possible as they only
aect the system behavior in software. On the other hand, the ultimate bound of
( _e; e; e) is likely shrinking with large b; k. Yet b; k are not freely tunable because
large b; k may cause the system to reach the limitation of hardware (i.e. actuator
saturation). It is also worthwhile to mention that, in many cases, it is not so dicult
to estimate m fairly precisely (e.g. less than 5% error for our experiment in Chapter
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Figure 4.1: UAV teleoperation. The velocity of the virtual point _p is controlled by
the conguration of the hapitc device q, and aected by the repulsion @'
T
o
@p
from the
virtual obstacle. The UAV follows the virtual point through a backstepping controller
5). Note also that we can also try to cancel out the disturbance  by putting an
estimate ^ in  (4.17) to enhance the control performance.
4.3 Application to UAV teleoperation over the
Internet
4.3.1 Virtual Point and Virtual Environment
In this section, we show how the backstepping control can be used for the UAV haptic
teleoperation over th Internet. We consider a virtual point (VP) evolving according
to
_p = q(k)  @'
T
0
@p
(4.24)
where p 2 <3 is the VP's position, q(k) 2 <3 is the master position received via
the Internet at time tk,  > 0 is to match dierent scales between q(t) and _p, and
'o(jjp   pojj) is the obstacle avoidance potential, producing repulsive force when
jjp  pojj becomes small.
The control q(k) enables the user to tele-control the VP's velocity _p by the
master device's position q(t), thereby, to circumvent the problem of master-slave
kinematic dissimilarity (i.e. stationary master with bounded workspace; mobile VP
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with unbounded workspace Lee et al. (2006a)). The kinematic VP is also chosen
here in contrast to the second-order/dynamic VPs (?), since it greatly simplies the
stability and collision avoidance analysis as shown below.
Since we also need to compute _p; p;
...
p for UAV trajectory tracking control, and
time derivative for p(k) is not well-dened, we remedy this by changing (4.24) to the
following:
_p = q(t)  @'
T
o
@p
(4.25)
where q(t) is dened s.t.
q(t) + b
0
_q + k
0
q(t) = a2q(k) (4.26)
i.e. second-order critically damped lter with a > 0; b
0
= 2a; k
0
= a2. Here, note
that, due to the second-order nature, q(t); _q(t); q(t) are all bounded as long as q(k) is
bounded, regardless of discontinuity of q(k). If we set a to be large enough, we can
practically ensure jjq(k)   q(k)jj to be small enough. Since the VP (4.25) dynamics
is simulated in software, we may indeed choose this a to be large enough if that is
desired. Now we can compute p;
...
p as follows:
p =  H'o(p) _p+  _q(t) (4.27)
...
p =  dH'o(p)
dt
_p H'o p+ q(t) (4.28)
=  dH'o(p)
dt
_p+H'o(p)[H'o(p) _p   _q(t)]  [b
0
_q(t) + k
0
(q(t)  q(k))]
where H'o(p) := [
@2'o
@pi@pj
] 2 <3 is the Hessian of 'o.
Let us dene a Lyapunov function to analyze the stability of the p dynamics and
q dynamics s.t.
Vp := 'o +
1
2
jj _qjj2 +  _qT q + 1
2
(k
0
+ b
0
)jjqjj2 = 'o + [ _q; q]TQ[ _q; q] (4.29)
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where  > 0 is choose by (4.31) and Q is dened as
Q =
24 12 12
1
2
 1
2
(k
0
+ b
0
)
35
From (4.25) and (4.26), we have
dVp
dt
=  T Q   uT    [ Q]  jjjj2 + jjujj  jjjj (4.30)
where  := [@'To @p; q;_q], and u := k
0
q(k)  [0; ; 1] 
 I3 and [ Q] is the minimum
singular value of Q with
Q :=
26664
1  
2
0
 
2
k
0
0
0 0 b
0   
37775 :
Here we want Q; Q  0, thus, we can choose  as follows
2   b0  k0 < 0;  < b; k0 > 2=4
which can be simplied as:
2=(4k
0
) <  < b
0
(4.31)
The inequality (4.30) also implies that, similar to the case of ultimate boundedness,
if jjjj  jjujj
[Q]
, we will have _Vp  0.
Based on this observation, we have the following Prop. (1), for which we assume
that 'o is constructed s.t. 1) there exists a large enough M > 0 s.t. V (t)  M
implies no collision with the obstacle, and 2) jj@'o=@pjj is bounded if 'o(jjp  pojj) is
bounded.
Proposition 1. Suppose q(k) is bounded 8k  0. Suppose further that, if 'o(jjp  
pojj)  M ,
jj@'o
@p
jj  k
0
qmax
p
1 + 2
[ Q]
(4.32)
35
Then, 'o  M8t  0 and q; _q; q are bounded. Suppose further that H'o ; dH'odt are
bounded if 'o  M . Then _p; p;
...
p are all bounded.
Proof. The inequality implies that, if jjjj  jjujj
[Q]
; _Vp  0. With the above condition
(4.32), if 'o  M , we have
jjjj  jj@'o
@p
jj  jjujj
[ Q]
(4.33)
which further implies that
'o  Vp(t)  M
and that @'o
@p
; H'o ;
dH'o
dt
are bounded. The boundedness of q; _q; q is a direct
consequence of the mass-spring-damper type dynamics (4.26), and the boundedness
of _p; p;
...
p can be deduced from equation (4.25), (4.27) and (4.28).
Now given that _p; p;
...
p are all well-dened, the backstepping control can the
robustly enable the UAV to track the trajectory of the VP. Here, we assume the
obstacle is designed s.t. it rapidly increases as the VP approaches the obstacle to
prevent collision; while gradually converge to zero as jjp  pojj ! 0 so that the eect
of the obstacle can smoothly emerges when they gets close to the VP.
One possible potential function, if we dene jjxjj := jjp  pojj could be
'o(jjxjj) :=
8><>:k(
jjxjj2 d2
jjxjj2 2 )
2  < jjxjj  d
0 jjxjj > d
with
@'o
@p
= 4k(d2   2) jjxjj
2   d2
(jjxjj2   2)3 (p  po)
T
where d >  > 0. Other form of potential eld (e.g. Ji and Egerstedt (2005)) is also
possible.
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4.3.2 Control Design for Haptic Device
For the haptic device control design, we use passive set-position modulation
framework again to address the kinematic/dynamic discrepancy between the master
device (fully-actuated Lagrangian dynamics with bounded workspace) and the VPs
(kinematic system with unbounded workspace), and to guarantee passivity/stability
over the Internet with useful haptic feedback.
We consider 3-DOF haptic device with the following dynamics:
M(q)q + C(q; _q) _q =  + f (4.34)
where q 2 <3 is the conguration, M(q) 2 <33 is the positive-denite/symmetric
inertia matrix, C(q; _q) 2 <33 is the Coriolis matrix, and ; f 2 <3 are the control
and human forces, respectively. For the control of the haptic device, we rst design
a feedback signal y(t) 2 <3 received on the master side, s.t.
y(t) :=
1

( _x  @
T
o
@p
) (4.35)
where _x is the UAV's velocity in (4.1) and  @To
@p
is the virtual environment force.
This feedback allows operator to perceive the state of the real UAV and to sense the
presence of the obstacle on VP.
This y(t) is then sent back to the master side over the Internet. Let y(k) denote
the signal received on the master side, then, similar to the control design in Chapter
3, we can design the control  s.t. for t 2 [tk; tk+1),
(t) :=  B _q  K1q  K(q   y(k)) (4.36)
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where B;K1; K  0 are diagonal gain matrices, and y(k) is the PSPM modulated
version of y(k), s.t.
min
yk
jjy(k)  y(k)jj (4.37)
subj:E(k) = E(k   1) +Dmin(k   1)  P (k)  0 (4.38)
Note in this case, only one PSPM is used on the master side, the excessive energy in
the PSPM would be discarded. Now we can summarize the result in this chapter.
Theorem 4.2. Consider the master device (4.34) with control (4.36). Then the
follows hold:
1. The closed-loop master system is passive: 9c1 2 < s.t.
R T
0
fT _q   c21;8T  0.
Moreover, if the human user is also passive (i.e. 9c2 2 <, s.t.
R T
0
fT _qdt 
c22;8T  0), the closed-loop VPs teleoperation system is stable, with q; _q; q  y(k)
and p being all bounded.
2. Suppose q; _q ! 0; E(k)  08k  0, and _x ! _p. Then, a) if  @'T0
@p
= 0 (e.g. no
obstacles), f(t) = K1

_x (i.e. velocity perception); or b) if _x = 0 (e.g. stopped by
obstacles), f(t)! K1+2K

@'To
@p
(i.e. environment force perception)
Proof. For the rst item, following the same procedure as in Lee and Huang (2009b),
we can show that 8T  0,
Z T
0
fT _xdt  Vm(T )  Vm(0) + E(NT )  E(0) (4.39)
where Vm(t) := jj _qjj2M=2+jjq(tk) y(k)jj2K=2+jjqjj2K1 , and NT is the k-index happening
just before T . From (4.39), we can show the master passivity with c21 = Vm(0)+E(0)
and bounded q; _q; q   y(k) and p with the passive human assumption.
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For the second item, if q; _q ! 0 and E(k)  08k  0 (i.e. y(k) = y(k)), the
closed-loop master dynamic becomes
K1q +K(q   y(k))! f(t) (4.40)
with q(t) ! q and  @'T0
@p
= 0, we have _p ! q ! q(k) ! q. Thus if _x ! _p, we
have f(t) = K1

_x. If _x = 0, thus p! 0 from the assumption, and from (4.25) we have
0 = q   @'
T
0
@p
; y =  1

@'T0
@p
, then, with (4.40), we have f(t)! K1+2K

@'To
@p
.
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Chapter 5
Experiment
5.1 WMR haptic tele-driving Experiment
We use a Phantom Desktop as the master device, and a dierential wheeled mobile
robot as the slave WMR, see Fig 3.1. we use three ultrasonic rangenders xed at
the front of the WMR to render external repulsion (e.g.  or !) from obstacles.
This virtual force/torque will exert on the robot and also be perceived by human
(through p =  + =b or p! = ! + !=b!). The local servo-rates for the
haptic device and WMR are 1ms and 2ms respectively. They are connected over
WLAN (wireless local area network) with data buering to set the communication
delay. Two magnitudes of round-trip delay are considered: randomly ranging from
0.25sec to 0.35sec (0.1250.175sec forth plus 0.1250.175sec back) corresponding to
intercontinental tele-operation over Internet Elhajj et al. (2001)), and another ranging
from 1sec to 2sec (0.51sec forth plus 0.51sec back). The packet-loss is around 90%
and packet-to-packet separation time is 15300ms with an average of about 50ms.
We use linear/angular motion scaling 1/2 and energy scaling  to scale the haptic
device side to match the mechanical scale of the WMR. Energy shuing scaling s
is also used to enlarge/shrink energy shued between haptic device and WMR, if
PSPM is used on both sides.
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Figure 5.1: Unstable case: dynamic
WMR (q1; )=(q2; _) tele-driving with
0.250.35sec randomly varying delay
without using PSPM
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Figure 5.2: Unstable case: kinematic
WMR (q1; )=(q2; ) tele-driving with
0.250.35sec randomly varying delay
without using PSPM
Experiments are shown for tele-driving with 0.250.35sec randomly varying delay
in dynamic WMR (q1; )=(q2; _) mode and kinematic WMR (q1; )=(q2; ) mode
without using PSPM, as shown in Fig. 5.1 / Fig. 5.2. We pull the haptic device with a
moderate force at 2.5sec / 2sec and release it, then the systems become unstable. Then
we make the same experiments when PSPM is utilized. As shown in Fig. 5.3 / Fig.
5.4, after the disturbance given from the master side, the systems are stabilized and
(q1; ), (q2; = _) are coordinated. Note the received signals are modied by PSPM to
avoid the accumulation of energy jump whenever the energy in the reservoir depletes.
Also by inspecting the changing of energy reservoirs in Fig. 5.4, we can see the (q1; )
control is more likely to be destabilized than (q2; ) control, with certain controller
parameters as in our case. Also, we can see from Fig. 5.2 and Fig. 5.4 that q2 does
not return to zero. This is due to the friction for the q2-DOF on the master side.
Now we test the dynamic WMR (q1; )=(q2; ) tele-driving. The WMR travels
around two obstacles in an '8' gure shape, see g. 5.5, with randomly varying
delay 0.250.35sec and 12sec (Fig. 5.6 and 5.7 respectively). The WMR rst
travels forward to the top of the '8' gure and travels backward to the starting
point. As predicted in Th. 3.1 1) the tele-operation is stable, even with round-trip
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Figure 5.4: Stable case: kinematic
WMR (q1; )=(q2; _) tele-driving with
0.250.35sec randomly varying delay
12sec randomly varying delay 2) linear velocity () follows after the haptic device
conguration q1; 3) people can perceive the linear velocity  via the local spring k0;
and 4) (q2; ) coordination is achieved after operator releasing the device(e.g. after
50sec in Fig. 5.7). Note that the tracking error in (q1; ) coordination (e.g. 5-15sec
in Fig. 5.6) is due to the friction pointing backward, and that the communication
delay causes bumps for f1 (e.g. around 4sec in Fig. 5.6), and for f2 (around 48sec in
Fig. 5.7).
In Fig. 5.8, the operator commands the WMR to move toward the wall with a
moderate constant q1. The WMR measures distance from the wall using sonar sensors
and stops in front of the wall (around 11sec), then after the operator releasing the
device, the WMR is bounced back (after 16sec). The operator can feel the approach
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Figure 5.5: Travel around two obstacles in an '8' gure shape
of obstacles via f1, which jumps (around 13sec) while q1 being kept still. Besides, the
third subplot shows the energy changing in the energy reservoir E1. Note that some
energy in the local spring ows to the reservoir after haptic device being released
(15-20sec).
For dynamic WMR (q1; )=(q2; _) tele-driving, the WMR shows a similar per-
formance (see Fig. 5.9, Fig. 5.10) except that here q2 and _ are coordinated.
Also the operator can perceive the angular velocity via the local spring. Note
when operator tele-drives WMR in (q1; )=(q2; _) mode, operator tries to keep WMR
running forward, while tele-driving WMR in (q1; )=(q2; ) mode, if the heading angle
is large, command WMR to turn around and run backward would become more
convenient (e.g. Fig. 5.6).
In another experiment, shown in Fig. 5.11, we try to drive the WMR along the wall
toward a corner with moderate q1 and q2, due to the virtual force/torque produced
from the wall, the WMR ees away from the corner (around 9-14sec) even with q2
being kept still, and the operator can feel the increase and decrease in the resistant
force/torque (around 12-17sec). Also the last two subplots show the energy changing
in reservoir E1 and E2.
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Figure 5.6: Dynamic WMR
(q1; )=(q2; ) tele-driving with
0.25-0.35sec randomly varying delay.
Average packet-to- packet interval
25.13ms for the haptic device, and
29.63ms for the WMR
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Figure 5.7: Dynamic WMR
(q1; )=(q2; ) tele-driving with 1-
2sec randomly varying delay. Average
packet-to- packet interval 50.77ms for
the haptic device, and 92.46ms for the
WMR
Shown in Fig. 5.12 and Fig. 5.13 are the experimental results for the kinematic
WMR (q1; )=(q2; ) tele-driving. As predicted in Th. 3.3: 1) the system shows a
stable behavior; 2) the operator have velocity perception via the local spring k0; and
3) the coordination of (q2; ) is achieved after the operator releasing the device (e.g.
after 43sec in Fig. 5.12). Note the haptic feedback f2 caused by the tracking error
(e.g. 15-20sec in Fig. 5.13) serves as a helpful indicator of the (q2; ) coordinating
process. Note that there are lots of oscillation of q1 or q2 in Fig. 5.15. This is due
to the operator's overcompensation when trying to maintain the WMR on the right
routine.
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Figure 5.8: Dynamic WMR (q1; )=(q2; ) hard contact
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Figure 5.9: Dynamic WMR
(q1; )=(q2; _) tele-driving with
0.25-0.35sec randomly varying delay.
Average packet-to- packet interval
25.49ms for the haptic device, and
30.32ms for the WMR
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Figure 5.10: Dynamic WMR
(q1; )=(q2; _) tele-driving with 1-2sec
randomly varying delay. Average
packet-to- packet interval 49.31ms for
the haptic device, and 86.78ms for the
WMR
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Figure 5.11: Flee Away from the Corner, for dynamic WMR (q1; ) = (q2; _):
running into a corner (around 9 sec), q2 is kept, but the WMR steers clear of the
obstacle (during 9-14 sec)
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Figure 5.12: Kinematic WMR
(q1; )=(q2; ) tele-driving with 0.25-
0.35sec randomly varying delay. Aver-
age packet-to- packet interval 24.72ms
for the haptic device, and 28.95ms for
the WMR
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Figure 5.13: Kinematic WMR
(q1; )=(q2; ) tele-driving with 1-2sec
randomly varying delay. Average
packet-to- packet interval 50.44ms for
the haptic device, and 86.43ms for the
WMR
In the last two Fig. 5.14 and Fig. 5.15, we use the control law in Th. 3.4 to tele-
drive the kinematic WMR, both velocity (; _) and haptic feedback (f1; f2) follow
tightly after (q1; q2). And also when the delay is high, people spent more time to
nish the task.
5.2 UAV haptic tele-operation
For UAV haptic teleoperation, we also use Phantom hapitc device (from Sensable,
update rate 1kHz as the master device, and a Hummingbird quadrotor (from
Ascending Technologies) as the slave robot. A regular PC (from Dell) with 1.86GHz
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Figure 5.14: Kinematic WMR
(q1; )=(q2; _) tele-driving with 0.25-
0.35sec randomly varying delay. Aver-
age packet-to- packet interval 23.60ms
for the haptic device, and 19.39ms for
the WMR
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Figure 5.15: Kinematic WMR
(q1; )=(q2; _) tele-driving with 1-2sec
randomly varying delay. Average
packet-to- packet interval 51.14ms for
the haptic device, and 18.38ms for the
WMR
CPU and 2G memory is used as the server of the system. On the PC we run the
backstepping controller (update rate 50Hz) and simulate the virtual environment
(update rate 100Hz). The PC and UAV are connected through a Bluetooth
communication, and PC sends command at the rate of 50Hz, the same as the
backstepping controller update rate. A Vicon Vision Tracking System (from Vicon)
is running at 100Hz (limited by the computation capability of the computer) with a
latency of 200ms (also limited by the PC) to capture the motion of the UAV. From
our control frame work the backstepping controller and the virtual environment is
running on the slave side. Here, for experimental purpose, they are both running on
the local PC, yet we use some data buers to created delays as if the backstepping
controller and virtual environment is on the remote side.
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Figure 5.16: Context diagram for the UAV haptic teleoperation program
To implement the above controller, I wrote the multithread C++ program on
Windows. The program runs the trajectory tracking controller, simulates the virtual
environment, rendering haptic force and regulates the data ow between PC, haptic
device, vision tracking system and UAV. This is illustrated in the following context
diagram Fig. 5.16.
First, we test our backstepping controller and try to let the UAV travel
autonomously along a predened \8" gure shape. The UAV starts from hovering
state and tries to follow the trajectory after 0sec. As shown in the Fig. 5.17, the
trajectory tracking is achieved with a low tracking error jjx  xdjj.
Then we teleoperate the UAV y towards a virtual obstacle placed at x = [0; 1:5; 0],
which is marked by an actual box. The virtual point is prohibited from entering the
virtual obstacle which in turn prohibits the UAV from running into the actual box.
As we can see from Fig. 5.18, the UAV follows the desired trajectory well at the
beginning, and operator can perceive the velocity of the UAV (from 0-7sec). As the
UAV approaches the obstacle at around 7sec, the force feedback along x2 direction
suddenly increases, which give the operator clear perception of the emergence of
environment obstacle. After 12sec, when the UAV ies out of the range of virtual
force, we can see the human operator is able to perceive the velocity of the UAV
again.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
In the thesis, we study the controller design for the wheeled mobile robot(WMR)
and unmanned aerial vehicle(UAV) haptic teleoperation over the Internet. Both
dynamic/kinematic WMR are considered and a kind of thrust propelled UAV is
considered. We extend the recently proposed passive-set-position-modulation to
settle the problem of instability induced by the varying-delay and packet-loss in the
communication. For UAV teleoperation we also derive a backstepping trajectory
tracking control with robustness analysis. Experiments for WMRs and UAV haptic
teleoperation over the Internet are shown to prove the ecacy of the control
framework. This thesis would serve as a good guide for controller design for the
mobile robot haptic teleoperation.
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